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Abstract— In this paper, a novel accumulate-repeataccumulate-check-accumulate (ARACA) code is proposed as a
subclass of protograph-based low-density parity-check (LDPC)
codes. The key feature of the proposed ARACA code is
represented by the outer connection doping in the protograph.
This feature can provide the linear minimum distance
growth (LMDG) property at a good iterative decoding threshold
while maintaining an efficient encoder structure. The effect of
the outer connection doping on the typical minimum distance,
the iterative decoding threshold, and the LMDG property is discussed and analyzed by comparing case examples and using the
asymptotic protograph ensemble weight enumerator. Some good
ARACA code protographs are provided for a wide range of code
rates. In addition, an efficient and universal encoding procedure
and the corresponding encoder structure are provided for them.
The performance of the proposed ARACA code is evaluated and
compared with well-known good LDPC codes. The simulation
results confirm the superiority of the proposed ARACA codes in
terms of encoding complexity and frame error rate performance,
especially at low-rates in an ultra-reliable regime.
Index Terms— ARACA codes, protograph, LDPC codes,
efficient encoder, LMDG, iterative decoding threshold.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY, due to the unprecedented growth in the
number of connected devices and data traffic demands
that cannot be accommodated even by 4G technologies, academia and industry have been engaged in several collaborative
research projects (e.g., METIS [1], 5GNOW [2]) to shape
the fifth generation (5G) vision and to study its key enabling
technologies. Emerging 5G services include enhanced mobile
broadband services (e.g., life-like multimedia streams anytime
and anywhere, UHD video telepresence and virtual reality),
massive Internet of Things (IoT) (e.g., smart homes, remote
sensors and object tracking) and ultra-reliable and low-latency
communication services (e.g., autonomous vehicles, aviation,
medical robotics and tactile internet) requiring ultra-reliability
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and low-latency [3]-[6]. In 5G, channel codes will play a
more important role than previously in successful transmission
of large amounts of data with low transmission power, even
in cases where fast retransmission is typically not allowed.
Hence, there is an urgent need for the design of channel
codes with high reliability and low encoding complexity. The
low-density parity-check (LDPC) code [7] is a promising
candidate for these expected new services because of its
near-optimal performance, efficient encoder structure with low
computational complexity, and high-speed encoder/decoder
implementation by employing block-processing (i.e., parallelism) [8], [9]. Such LDPC codes have been widely used
for numerous wireless applications including wireless sensor networks and near-earth or deep-space communications
which deal with various data rates up to megabits or gigabits
per second [10], [11].
Among the widely used LDPC codes in current wireless
applications so far are the Richardson-Urbanke (RU) irregular
binary LDPC codes [12] (e.g., DVB-S2 [13]), the repeat
multiple accumulate (RMA) codes [14], [15], the accumulate
repeat accumulate (ARA) codes [16] (e.g., CCSDS1 [17]),
the accumulate repeat accumulate accumulate (ARAA)
codes [18], [19] and the accumulate repeat jagged accumulate (ARJA) codes [20] (e.g., CCSDS2 [21]). In [23], the frame
error rate (FER) performance of AR(J)A codes is compared
with a regular (3, 6) LDPC code and four code families in [24]
to show the decoding performance advantage of AR(J)A codes.
However, as the requirement for simultaneously satisfying
higher reliability and lower encoding complexity becomes
tighter, such LDPC codes become inefficient for the following
reasons. 1) An RU LDPC code can provide an efficient
encoder structure [12], but it has been reported that the
design of an RU code with a near-optimal iterative decoding threshold and high reliability becomes more difficult as
the code rate decreases. 2) An RMA code can provide an
efficient encoder structure with a linear minimum distance
growth (LMDG) property, but it suffers from a relatively
large loss in the iterative decoding threshold [14], [15].
3) An ARA code can provide not only an efficient encoding
structure but also a near-optimal iterative decoding threshold [16], but it suffers from an error floor caused by the
lack of the LMDG property so that it is not appropriate
for applications requiring ultra-reliability (e.g., a FER as low
as 10−9 ). 4) An ARAA code can provide an efficient encoder
structure with either a better iterative decoding threshold or the
LMDG property according to the degree of repetitions at
the inner accumulators, but it cannot provide both simultaneously, as shown in [19]. 5) Although an ARJA code can
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provide high reliability with a nice iterative decoding threshold
because of its LMDG property [20], it suffers from high
encoding complexity due to the lack of an efficient encoder
structure [21], [22].
In addition, among the recently developed LDPC codes are
protograph-based raptor-like codes [25]–[27] and spatiallycoupled (SC) LDPC codes [28], [29]. A protograph-based
raptor-like code is obtained by finding a good combination of a
high-rate code and the corresponding incremental redundancy
code components through an optimization procedure and a
good one may have slightly better iterative decoding threshold
than an ARA code. However, such a protograph in [25]–[27]
has either the LMDG property without an efficient encoding structure or an efficient encoding structure without the
LMDG property. On the other hand, a spatial coupling
technique [28], [29] has been proposed by coupling a
series of elementary protographs in a large class together
to improve the iterative decoding threshold of such elementary protographs. Thus, it can be applied to a protograph with the LMDG property and an efficient structure to
improve the iterative decoding threshold. However in such
cases, the performance of the elementary protograph still
matters so that it does not reduce the necessity of designing
better elementary protographs. In addition, the use of such
SC-LDPC codes with a large coupling length may be limited
for short/moderate codeword lengths in practical applications
because the use of parallel processing in an encoder and
a decoder is limited due to such a large compling length
so that the encoding or decoding latency may increase,
especially in ultra-reliable and low-latency communication
applications [3], [4].
In this paper, a family of accumulate repeat accumulate
check accumulate (ARACA) codes, defined by the connection
status (CS) of its protograph, is proposed to satisfy the above
needs of future wireless communication systems. The key
feature of the proposed ARACA code is the outer connections
on top of an ARA protograph with replacing some degree-1
open-loops with degree-2 zigzag close-loops (ZCLs). This
enables an efficient low-complexity encoding using blockprocessing-based single parity check (BSPC) operations or a
bit accumulation with BSPC operations for the generation of
each parity bit, similarly to the process of an ARA code,
while preserving the LMDG property with a nice iterative
decoding threshold, similarly to an ARJA code. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows. The concept of the outer
connection doping and proposed ARACA codes are introduced
in Section II and the effect of the outer connection doping is
discussed and analyzed using some protograph examples in
Section III. In Section IV, some good ARACA codes and
SC-ARACA codes are provided and an efficient encoding
procedure for the proposed ARACA code and its complexity
are discussed in Section V. In Section VI, the performance of
the proposed ARACA code is evaluated and compared with
those of the ARA, ARJA and ARAA codes in terms of the
iterative decoding threshold, FER and encoding complexity.
In addition, the impact of applying the spatial coupling technique on the iterative decoding threshold is compared and
discussed among SC-RAA, SC-ARJA and SC-ARACA codes

according to the coupling length. Finally, concluding remarks
are given in Section VII.
Notations: Bold characters represent matrices or vectors.
Calligraphic characters represent sets, Z + denotes the set of
natural numbers. Also, |A|, ||a||1 and max(a) stand for the
cardinality of the set A, L 1 -norm of a vector a, and the
element with the maximum value of a vector a, respectively.
Furthermore, the asymptotic order notations are as follows:
f (N)
1) f (N) = o(g(N)) if lim g(N)
= 0,
N→∞

g(N)
N→∞ f (N)

2) f (N) = ω(g(N)) if lim

= 0,

3) f (N) = O(g(N)) if | f (N)| ≤ k|g(N)| for ∃k > 0,
4) f (N) = (g(N)) if | f (N)| ≥ k|g(N)| for ∃k > 0,
5) f (N) = (g(N)) if f (N) = O(g(N)) and f (N) =
(g(N)),
f (N)
6) f (N) ∼ g(N) if lim g(N)
= 1,
N→∞

denotes the scaling exponent
7) λ( f (N)) = lim lnlnf (N)
N
N→∞
of f (N) in terms of N for a nonnegative scalar function
L
if
f (N) (λ(0) = −∞) and λ(f(N)) = [λ( f i (N))]i=1
L
f(N) = [ f i (N)]i=1 for a vector function f(N) with
nonnegative elements.
II. P ROPOSED ARACA C ODES
Fig. 1 describes the CSs of the protographs of a) an ARA
code, b) an ARJA code and c) the proposed ARACA code,
where black circles, white circles and gray circles with crosses
denote transmitted variable nodes (VNs), punctured VNs and
check nodes (CNs), respectively. Here, the transmitted VNs
on the left side indicate the information nodes and those on
the right side indicate the parity nodes. As shown in Fig. 1,
the protograph of an ARA or ARJA code can be generally
represented by the two outer code parts (o1 and o2 ) and
the two inner code parts (i 1 and i 2 ). In the ARA case,
the CS of the protograph can be described by 1) the degree-2
punctured ZCL (PZCL)1 for the outer code part 1, which
allows an efficient encoding structure using an accumulator
and provides improved input-output extrinsic signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) as a precoder, 2) the multi-degree close-loop
for the outer code part 2, which provides repetitions and
permutations for the (precoded) information bits to obtain
the coding and interleaving gains along with the inner code
part 2, 3) the degree-1 open-loops (OLs)2 with a high-degree
node for the inner code part 1, which can be considered as
a low density generator matrix (LDGM) code implemented
using BSPC operations only for an additional coding gain and
4) the degree-2 ZCLs for the inner code part 2, which can
be considered as a truncated rate-1 recursive convolutional
encoder for improving the input-output extrinsic SNR behavior
along with the outer code part 2 [16]. Although an ARA code
can provide an efficient low-complexity encoding with a nice
1 A degree-2 ZCL indicates a subgraph composed of sets of VNs V  and
CNs C  satisfying |V  | = |C  |, in which CNs are connected to VNs by 2|V  |
edges in a zig-zag way so that there is only a single cycle of length-2|V  | in
this subgraph.
2 A degree-1 OL indicates a subgraph composed of sets of VNs V  and
CNs C  satisfying |V  | = |C  |, in which there are |V  | edges and each CN is
connected to the corresponding VN by a single edge so that there is no cycle
in this subgraph.
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Connection status in the protograph of (a) an ARA code, (b) an ARJA code and (c) the proposed ARACA code.

iterative decoding threshold, the degree-2 ZCL violates the
LMDG condition so that such an ARA code suffers more from
high error floor when higher reliability (lower target FER) is
required.
Compared with the ARA code, an ARJA code is characterized by its specific CS in the inner code part 2 of the
protograph. In the protograph of an ARJA code, an inner
connection is added on top of the protograph of an ARA code,
which guarantees the LMDG property confirmed from the
check node splitting theorem at the cost of a small degradation
in the iterative decoding threshold [32]. Thus, an ARJA code
can provide higher reliability than an ARA code. However,
the inner code part 2 of an ARJA code is no longer an accumulator because of the additional inner connection. Hence,
the encoding of an ARJA code requires a block-circulant
systematic generator matrix (BCSGM), which is typically
dense [21], [22]. Consequently, an ARJA code requires a much
higher encoding complexity than an ARA code.
On the other hand, the proposed ARACA code is characterized by adding “outer connections” between some VNs in
the degree-2 ZCLs for the inner code part 2 and some CNs
in the degree-1 OLs for the inner code part 1 and replacing
the outer connected degree-1 OLs with the degree-2 ZCLs
on top of an ARA protograph. Except that at least one outer
connection needs to be placed, there is no limitation on the
number of outer connections or the edge degree of each outer
connection as shown in Fig. 1. Such an outer connection
helps the parities corresponding to the VN connected to the
outer connected CN in the inner code part 1 to have better
distance distribution. This is because a recursive use of the
parity generated in the inner code part 2 into the accumulators in the inner code part 1 can generate linear-weight
codewords (to the codeword length) even in the case of

sublinear-weight information. As a result, sublinear-weight
codewords can be asymptotically removed and the LMDG
property can be satisfied. We call such protograph ARACA
code, since the encoder of this protograph can be considered as a concatenation of an outer accumulator, a repeater
and permuter, an inner accumulator, and BSPC operators
followed by an inner accumulator. Note that the parities
corresponding to VNs connected to the outer connected CNs
can be constructed last in the whole encoding process. Thus,
the outer connections, unlike the inner connection in an ARJA
code, do not affect the previous encoding process and the
corresponding parities can be computed by simple BSPC
operations. Hence, it requires at most a negligible increase
in the encoding complexity.
III. P ROTOGRAPH D ESIGN FOR ARACA C ODES
A. Protograph Design With Outer Connection Doping
It has been reported that good iterative decoding threshold
for an LDPC code can be obtained using a substantial fraction of degree-2 VNs [8]. Moreover, the iterative decoding
threshold of a structured LDPC code constructed from a protograph can be further improved by including a few degree-1
VNs (e.g., precoder or an LDGM code for additional coding gain) and/or a few high degree (punctured) VNs [32],
which has been applied in the design of the ARA or ARJA
codes [16], [20]. Furthermore, it has been noted that CNs
with mutually similar degrees are helpful for a good iterative
decoding threshold (e.g., [34, Th. 2]) and some good irregular
LDPC codes in [8] and [35] and protographs in [32] are
good examples. Thus, a good design guideline for a good
iterative decoding threshold is to find a good combination
of some degree-1 VNs, a few very high degree VNs, several
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Examples of the protographs with outer connections on top of the RA codes and their iterative decoding thresholds and typical minimum distances.

degree-2 VNs and CNs with mutually similar degrees. Also,
the LMDG property is important for an LDPC code when
high reliability is required. This can be verified by computing
the asymptotic protograph ensemble weight enumerator [32].
It has been reported that protographs with VNs whose degrees
are all greater than or equal to 3 have the LMDG property [32].
However, as discussed previously, a good protograph usually
includes degree-2 and even degree-1 VNs.
One way to include degree-2 VNs within the protograph
while keeping the LMDG property is the check node splitting
method [32], which allows to construct a protograph with
degree-2 VNs from a protograph having VNs with higher
degrees (≥3). However, as mentioned in the previous section,
such an approach cannot provide an efficient encoder structure
simultaneously.
In this paper, another approach, called “outer connection doping”, is suggested. In the proposed approach,
additional edges are added on top of the protograph
of an ARA code between some VNs in the degree-2
ZCLs for the inner code part 2 and some CNs in the degree-2
ZCLs (instead of degree-1 OLs) for the inner code part 1.
The outer connections recursively utilize the partial (or whole)
parities generated by the degree-2 ZCLs in the inner code
part 2 for the parity construction by the degree-2 ZCLs in the
inner code part 1. Such a recursive use of parities prohibits the
accumulators in the inner code parts 1 and 2 from generating
sublinear-weight parities simultaneously. Hence, the accumulators in the inner code part 1 generate linear-weight parities
even in the case of sublinear-weight information bits and it can
be implemented as concatenated accumulators in the encoding
process. Note that serially concatenated accumulators were
also adopted in the RMA codes [14], where simple cascade

connections between accumulators are used. However, such
a restricted topology in the RMA code prevents CNs from
having mutually similar degrees so that a significant loss
in the iterative decoding threshold is incurred. In contrast,
the proposed ARACA code can provide more degree of
freedom in the edge connectivity by allowing recursive uses
of the parities in the inner code part 2 so that it allows a
protograph design for a good iterative decoding threshold.
In Fig. 2, 4 different protographs (composed of 3 CNs
and 4 VNs) derived from the RA codes with code rate
of 1/4 in [33] are depicted. The performance is evaluated
in terms of the iterative decoding threshold for the binaryinput (BI) additive white Gaussian noise channel (AWGNC)
and the typical minimum distance, δmin , using the reciprocal
channel approximation and the asymptotic protograph ensemble weight enumerator, respectively, similarly as in [32]. These
4 different protographs were selected to show the effect of
the outer connections according to the degree of repetitions
at degree-2 ZCLs. Example (a) is constructed by the parallel
concatenation of one SPC code and two accumulators so that
the degree of repetitions at degree-2 ZCLs is 2, Example (b) is
constructed by the parallel concatenation of one SPC code, one
accumulator and one RA code so that the degree of repetitions
at degree-2 ZCLs is 4, Example (c) is constructed by the
concatenation of one SPC code and two serially concatenated
codes, each composed of one SPC code and one accumulator,
so that the degree of repetitions in the direct path is 2 but the
overall degree of repetitions is 4, Example (d) is constructed
by the parallel concatenation of one accumulator and two
RA codes so that the degree of repetitions at degree-2 ZCLs
is 5. On the other hand, Cases 1 and 2 represent the use
of 1 and 2 outer connection dopings, respectively. Note that
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Fig. 3. (a) Protographs in Cases 0 and 1 in Example (b) and the corresponding encoder structure, (b) the equivalent protographs (in terms of the weight
enumerator) and (c) the normalized asymptotic weight distributions for Cases 0 and 1 in Example (b).

two cases of using 2 outer connection dopings are possible
in Example (d). Furthermore, each row in Case 3 presents an
example of a modified protograph from Case 1 by changing
the degrees of some edges connected to the high-degree VN.
Comparing each protograph in Case 1 with the original
one in Case 0, all outer connected protographs in Case 1 are
shown to have the LMDG property (i.e., δmin > 0) except
for Example (a). At the same time, it is also shown that the
iterative decoding thresholds are degraded. These results show
that the outer connection doping helps to increase δmin above 0
so that it can provide the LMDG property. However, this may
degrade the iterative decoding threshold, which is caused by
the changed degree distributions for VNs and CNs. Here,
the degree of repetitions at degree-2 ZCLs in Example (a)
is less than 3 whereas those in other Examples (b) and (d)
are greater than or equal to 3, which is consistent to the
cases in [14]. One notable observation is that although the
degree of repetitions at degree-2 ZCLs through the direct path
from the information VN is less than 3, LMDG property can
be provided when the total degree of repetitions becomes
greater than 2, as shown in Example (c). Further, δmin tends to
increase as the number of the outer connections or the degree
of an outer connection increases, which is due to the improved
interleaver gain, as similarly reported in [14].
In addition, the degrees of the edges connected to the highdegree VN in Cases 1 and 2 can be slightly adjusted to
restore the change in the degree distributions for VNs and
CNs caused by the outer connection doping. As can be seen
in Case 3, the iterative decoding threshold can be significantly
improved by adjusting the degrees of some edges connected to
the high-degree VN and the iterative decoding threshold gap
in Example (b) is only 0.079dB, while the LMDG property
with δmin = 0.0081 is achieved.3 Actually, such results are
very encouraging because it shows the feasibility of using the
outer connection doping in the protograph design to provide
the LMDG property, a good iterative decoding threshold as
well as an efficient encoder structure.
3 Note that Case 3 in Example (a) has the LMDG property because the

degree of repetition becomes 3 when adjusting some edge degrees.

B. Asymptotic Protograph Ensemble Weight
Enumerator Analysis
In this subsection, some previous protograph examples (Cases 0 and 1 in Example (b)) in Fig. 2 are analyzed by
the asymptotic protograph ensemble weight enumerator [32].
Fig. 3(a) depicts the encoder structures of the protograph
examples, in which Cases 0 and 1 can be discriminated
by whether the dashed line (i.e., outer connection) in the
protograph is placed or not. For Case 1, 3 branches from each
information bit enter the SPC code in parallel and another 3
branches enter the RA code (implemented by an SPC code and
an accumulator). Note that one branch from each information
bit and each parity bit generated by the RA code enter the
serially concatenated code composed of an SPC code and an
accumulator together in Case 1 while only one branch from
each information bit enters the accumulator in Case 0.
Let  = (V , VI , VO , C , E) denote a given protograph
ensemble, where V , C and E denote a set of VNs, a set of
CNs and a set of edges, respectively, and VI ∈ V (VO ∈ V )
denotes the information (transmitted) VNs. Also, let A
N (w)
denote the weight enumerator of a weight vector w = [wi ]i∈V
for the given protograph ensemble  with a lifting factor
of N, where wO = [wi ]i∈VO (wI = [wi ]i∈VI ) denotes the
subvector of w corresponding to the transmitted (information)
VNs and 0 ≤ wi ≤ N denotes the weight (the number of 1s)
of VN i ∈ V at a lifting factor of N. Equivalent protographs
to those of Cases 0 and 1 in Example (b) can be drawn as
shown in Fig. 3(b), with V = {i }7i=1 (or {i }8i=1 ), C = {i }6i=1
(or {i }7i=1 ), VI = {1} and VO = {1, 3, 6, 7} (or {1, 3, 6, 8}).
Let V (i ) denote the set of VNs connected to CN i . Note that
|V (i )| = 3 for ∀i ∈ C . Then, A
N (w) can be obtained similarly
as in [32] as
⎧ |C | c
⎪
i=1 A N (wi )
⎪
⎪
, if ||wI ||1 > 0,
⎪

⎨ |V |  N q vj −1

j =1 w j
(1)
A N (w) =
⎪
⎪
||
=
||w
||
=
0,
1,
if
||w
O
1
I
1
⎪
⎪
⎩
0,
o.w.,
where q vj denotes the degree of VN j . Here,
wi = [wi1 , wi2 , wi3 ] = [w j ] j ∈V (i) for i ∈ C and
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Partial codeword weights for (a) Case 0 and (b) Case 1.



 N 
wi3
N−wi3
when
AcN (wi )
=
wi3 (w1 +w3 −w2 )/2 (w1 +w2 −w3 )/2
i
i
i
i
i
i
c
max(wi ) ≤ ||wi ||1 /2 ≤ N and A N (wi ) = 0, otherwise.
ln A
N (w)
N
N→∞ w:wO =δ O N

Let rO (δ O ) = lim sup

max

be the normalized

asymptotic weight distribution for each normalized partial
weight vector δ O (= [δi ]i∈VO , 0 ≤ δi ≤ 1 for i ∈
VO ) corresponding to the transmitted VNs. Note that this
implies the growth rate of the exponent of the number of
codewords with a normalized partial weight vector of δ O .
rO (δ O )
max
Also, r  (δ) =
|VO | denotes the normalized
δ O :||δ O ||1 =|VO |δ

asymptotic weight distribution (by the codeword length) for
each normalized weight δ(= ||δ O ||1 /|VO |). Starting from
r  (0) = 0, if r  (δ) decreases and then returns to 0 at some
δmin (> 0), the protograph has the LMDG property and δmin is
called the typical minimum distance [32]. In case where r  (δ)
is strictly zero for δ ∈ [0, δmin ] for some δmin (> 0) and then
increases, the protograph may have the LMDG property [14].
However, if r  (δ) > 0 for δ > 0, it does not have the LMDG
property. As can be seen in Fig. 3(c), r  (δ) is strictly zero
for δ ≤ δmin = 0.0353 so that Case 1 may have the LMDG
property while r  (δ) > 0 for δ > 0 in Case 0 so that Case 0
does not have the LMDG property.
In order to get further insight, the protograph is divided into
its constituent subprotographs as shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b)
and let (i) denote the i th subprotograph which is composed of the VNs, CNs and edges as indicated in Fig. 3(b),
δ (i) denote the normalized weight vector corresponding to
(i)
the i th subprotograph and δ O denote the subvector of δ (i)
corresponding to the transmitted VNs in the i th subprotograph.
Here, a code comprised of the newly emerging VNs, CNs
and edges in the i th subprotograph as well as the VNs
connected to them can be considered as the i th concatenated
code comprising the original protograph. For δ O such that
(i)
rO (δ O ) = |VO |r  (δ), let δO be the corresponding weight of
the partial codewords newly generated by the i th concatenated
code, given by
(i)

δO =

⎧ (i)
⎨||δ O ||1 ,
⎩||δ (i)
O ||1

(i−1)
− ||δ O ||1 ,

if i = 0,
if i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

(2)

(i)

Figs. 4(a) and (b) depict the corresponding δO for δ ∈
{0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.003} for Cases 0 and 1, respectively.
Note that observing such behaviors at some selected low
values of δ helps to estimate the tendency of the normalized
asymptotic weight distribution in a low-weight regime (including sublinear-weights). Figs. 4(a) and (b) lead us to the
following results and insights.
(1)
1) Case 0: The weight of the generated parity (δO ) of
the first concatenated code (an SPC code) is almost three
times (as the degree of repetitions) of the weight of the
(0)

information (δO ) because the positions of 1s in the input
sequences of the 3 branches are rarely overlapped each other in
a low-weight regime. In addition, the weights of the generated
(2)
(3)
parities (δO and δO ) at the second concatenated code (an
RA code) and third concatenated code (an accumulator) are
(0)
relatively higher than that of the information (δO ) because
1s in an input sequence with a low weight are typically
spaced so that the RA code or the accumulator generates
(2)
(3)
parities with relatively high weights. Here, δO
and δO
are similar for a given input sequence so that Fig. 4(a) shows a
typical situation, which implies that the number of codewords
satisfying such a situation becomes sufficient, i.e., r  (δ) > 0
as shown in Fig. 3(c). As a result, the LMDG property is not
achieved.
(1)
)
2) Case 1: The weight of the generated parity (δO
of the first concatenated code (an SPC code) is similar to
(0)
the weight of the information (δO ) because an SPC code
generates a low-weight parity for a low-weight input sequence.
(2)

(0)

However, unlikely as in Case 0, δO is similar to δO (i.e.,
(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)
δO
≈ δO
≈ δO
≈ 0) and δO
dominates others,
which is not a typical situation because the accumulator or the
RA code typically generates parities with a similar weight
for a given typical input sequence with a low weight. Thus,
Fig. 4(b) shows a rare situation for non-typical information
sequences, which implies that the number of codewords satisfying such a situation is rare, i.e., r  (δ) is not positive as
shown in Fig. 3(c).
C. Proof for the LMDG Property for a Simple RACA Code
Similarly as for an RMA code, r  (δ) of an (A)RACA
code is strictly zero for δ ∈ [0, δmin ] for some δmin (> 0).
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Fig. 5. (a) The exemplary protograph of an RACA code, (b) the equivalent protograph (in terms of the weight enumerator) and (c) the normalized asymptotic
weight distribution for the exemplary protograph.

Subsection III-B illustrated that the parities generated by the
outer connected inner accumulator take most of the weight
in such cases for a given protograph example. Note that
the general LMDG property for an RMA code has been
proved in [14]. However, such an approach cannot be directly
applied due to the different protograph topology. In this paper,
the LMDG property is proved for a simple RACA code
shown in Fig. 5(a) with an equivalent protograph  as shown
in Fig. 5(b), where V = {i }5i=1 , C = {i }4i=1 , VI = {1}
and VO = {1, 3, 5}. Here, its normalized asymptotic weight
distribution r  (δ) is shown as in Fig. 5(c).
 1
Lemma 1: For 0 < w2 ≤ w1 ≤ N, ln w
w2 is asymptotically
given as
ln

w1
w2

∼

w1 H (w2/w1 ),
if λ(w1 ) = λ(w2 ),
w2 (λ(w1 ) − λ(w2 )) ln N, if λ(w1 ) > λ(w2 ),
(3)

where H (x) = −x ln x −(1−x) ln(1−x). Here, the case where
λ(w1 ) = λ(w2 ) is already proved in [32]. When 0 ≤ λ(w2 ) <
λ(w1 ) ≤ 1, by using the Stirling’s formula [36], we obtain
ln

w1
w2

w1
w1 − w2
+ w2 ln
w1 − w2
w2
∼ w2 + w2 ln(w1 /w2 )
∼ w2 (λ(w1 ) − λ(w2 )) ln N.

∼ w1 ln

(4)

Lemma 2: A protograph  has the LMDG property iff
A
N (w) = o(1), i.e., the number of

w:||wO ||1 >0,||wO ||1 =o(N)

sublinear-weight codewords vanishes as N increases, which
is obvious from the definition of the LMDG property.
Theorem 1: The given protograph  for the RACA code
has the LMDG property.
Proof: See Appendix.
As the degree of the outer connection in Fig. 5(a) increases
by one, the number of VNs (CNs) in the equivalent protograph
in Fig. 5(b) also increases by one with its corresponding
condition (similar to condition (3) in Fig. 5(b)) and the
LDMG property can still be proved in a similar way. Note
that a general ARACA code can be represented by parallel

Fig. 6. Protographs of some good high-rate ARACA codes (R = 4/5 to 1/2).

concatenations of such simple RACA codes, accumulator, and
SPC codes, serial and parallel (hybrid) concatenations of such
simple RACA codes (or accumulators) and SPC codes and a
precoder. Since such a RACA code has the LMDG property
and a hybrid concatenation of it with an SPC code preserves
the LMDG property, we may conjecture from Theorem 1 that
the LMDG property holds for any ARACA code in general.
IV. S OME G OOD ARACA C ODES
In order to specify a protograph of the proposed ARACA
code, the connections in o2 and the outer connections need
to be specified, which may be found by searching among
possible candidates by comparing the following two criteria
similarly as in [32]: 1) the iterative decoding threshold for the
BI-AWGNC using the reciprocal channel approximation and
2) the typical minimum distance (δmin ) using the asymptotic
protograph ensemble weight enumerator. Note that the code
rate R of an ARA, ARJA or ARACA code can be represented
No +No
as No +No1 +Ni2 +Ni , where Nu , u ∈ {o1 , o2 , i 1 , i 2 }, denotes the
1
2
1
2
number of transmitted VNs in each part.
A. High-Rate ARACA Codes
m
, m ∈ Z + ), the proFor high-rate codes (i.e., R = m+1
tographs of some good high-rate ARACA code families are
shown in Fig. 6 when No1 = 1, No2 = 2m − 1, Ni1 = 1 and
Ni2 = 1. As mentioned in Section II, the outer connection
is placed between one VN in the degree-2 ZCL for the inner
code part 2 and one CN in the degree-2 ZCL for the inner
code part 1. Similarly as in [16] and [20], the ARACA codes
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Fig. 7.

Protographs of some good low-rate ARACA codes (R = 1/3 to 1/6) and an ARJA code (R = 1/6).

Fig. 8.

Protographs of (a) an SC-RAA code, (b) an SC-ARJA code and (c) an SC-ARACA code for L ≥ 2.

with higher rates are constructed by adding RA codes to the
ARACA code with code rate of 1/2, in which 2 VNs in each
box belongs to each RA code.
B. Low-Rate ARACA Codes
1
For low-rate codes (i.e., R = m+2
, m ∈ Z + ), the protographs of some good ARACA code families are shown for
the code rates of 1/3 and 1/4 in Figs. 7(a) and (b) when
No1 = No2 = 1, Ni1 = 2m and Ni2 = 2. Similarly as in
the high-rate case, one outer connection is placed between
one VN in the degree-2 ZCL for the inner code part 2 and
one CN in the degree-2 ZCL for the inner code part 1. Also,
the protographs of an ARACA code and an ARJA code, each
for a code rate of 1/6, are shown in Figs. 7(c) and (d) when
No1 = No2 = 1, Ni1 = 2m − 1 (for ARACA) or 2m − 2 (for
ARJA) and Ni2 = 3 (for ARACA) or 4 (for ARJA). Unlike
the previous cases, the CS of the inner code part 2 is specified
by two parallel degree-2 ZCLs and two corresponding outer
connections.

C. Spatially-Coupled ARACA Codes
An SC-LDPC code can be constructed by coupling a
series of elementary protographs into a single coupled chain,
which can be viewed as a terminated LDPC convolutional
code [29]. Such a spatial coupling technique can increase the
iterative decoding threshold of an elementary protograph up
to its maximum a posteriori (MAP) threshold as the coupling

length increases, which is called the threshold saturation [30].
By applying the spatial coupling technique to the RAA, ARJA
and ARACA codes, an SC-RAA (by replacing the inner
accumulator with serial double accumulators in the SC-RA
code in [28]), SC-ARJA code [29] and SC-ARACA code can
be obtained as shown in Figs. 8(a)-(c), respectively.
D. H Construction for ARACA Codes
Similarly as in [17]–[22] and [31], the H matrix of an
ARACA code is constructed from the base protograph, such as
in Figs. 6 and 7 by lifting it twice. The first lifting uses a small
expansion B1 (typically 4) under some connectivity constraints
in the protograph using the progressive edge growth (PEG)
algorithm [37], and the second lifting uses the circulants of the
identity matrix of size B2 (e.g., B2 = 128) using the approximate cycle extrinsic message degree (ACE) algorithm [38].
The specific values of the lifting sizes, the girth and ACE
constraints used for the H matrix construction and the resulting
girths of the obtained H matrices for the ARACA codes used
for the performance evaluation in Section VI are summarized
in Table I. If a sophisticated H construction is inevitably
needed to design a short-length LDPC code, the trellis-based
search algorithm detecting stopping sets [39] may be further
employed together with PEG and ACE algorithms.
V. E NCODER FOR ARACA C ODES
Now, define some notations before describing the
encoder structure and procedure for an ARACA code.
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TABLE I
L IFTING S IZES (B1 , B2 ), G IRTH AND ACE C ONSTRAINTS (gc , ηc ) AND THE R ESULTING G IRTHS (g) FOR THE
O BTAINED H M ATRICES OF THE ARACA C ODES U SED IN S ECTION VI

Let H = [h i, j ]{(i, j )∈C ×V } be a |C | × |V | parity check matrix,
in which V (C ) and h i, j denote the set of total VNs (CNs)
and the entry in the i th row and the j th column of H,
4,Pl
Vl,k
respectively. Also, V and C are partitioned into l=0,k=1
4,Pl
and l=1,k=1
Cl,k (Pl = 1 for l ∈ {0, 1}), where V0,1 denotes
the set of information VNs and Vl,k (Cl,k ), l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
k ∈ {1, .., Pl }, denotes the set of parity VNs (CNs) for the kth
loop in the lth step of the encoding procedure and Pl denotes
the number of loops in the lth step of the encoding pro∗ = ( l−1,Pi V ) ( k−1 V )
cedure. Furthermore, Vl,k
j =1 l, j
i=0, j =1 i, j
and H[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] = [h i, j ]{(i, j )∈Cl,k ×Vl,k } denote the previous
VNs and the submatrix of H corresponding to Vl,k and Cl,k ,
respectively.
Fig. 9 depicts the sorted protograph of an ARACA
code according to the encoding procedure and corresponding H matrix and encoder structure, respectively. As shown
in Figs. 9(a) and (b), H[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] denotes the degree-1
OL or degree-2 ZCL such that |Vl,k | = |Cl,k |, i.e., H[Cl,k ,Vl,k ]
is the length-|Vl,k | square matrix that corresponds to the kth
loop of the lth step in the encoding procedure as can be seen
in Fig. 9(c). For a degree-1 OL, H[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] is a permutation
matrix having a full rank such that H−1
[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] is the corresponding inverse permutation matrix where (·)−1 stands for
the inverse operation. Also, for a degree-2 ZCL (or PZCL),
the original H[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] is not invertible. However, H[Cl,k ,Vl,k ]
always becomes invertible as long as any of 1s in H[Cl,k ,Vl,k ]
is masked (i.e., replacing 1 with 0) because the modified
H[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] can be transformed into a dual diagonal matrix by
row and column permutations. Such a dual diagonal matrix has
full rank and the inverse of the dual diagonal matrix becomes
a lower triangular matrix with all 1s in the lower triangle [40].
Thus, instead of the original H matrix, the corresponding modified H matrix with 1-bit masking is used because
it allow an efficient encoding structure without affecting
performance.
Note that x = [x i ]i∈V and xVl,k = [x i ]i∈Vl,k respectively
denote the length-|V | codeword column vector and length|Vl,k | partial codeword column vector and 0 L denotes the all
zero column vector of length-L. From the fact that Hx = 0|C |
for codeword x, it is easily obtained that
∗
∗
xVl,k = H−1
[C ,V ] H[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] xVl,k .
 l,k l,k


(a)

(5)

As mentioned earlier, H−1
[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] in term (a) of (5) for l ∈
{1, 3, 4} can be rewritten as
H−1
[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] = Q(H−1

[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] )

where P(H−1

[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] )

and Q(H−1

A|Vl,k | P(H−1

[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] )

[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] )

,

(6)

denote the interleaver and

deinterleaver permutation matrices according to H−1
[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] ,
respectively, and A|Vl,k | denotes the length-|Vl,k | square lower
triangular matrix with all 1s in the lower triangle. On the other
hand, H−1
[Cl,k ,Vl,k ] for l = 2, k = 1, .., P2 , is the corresponding
inverse permutation matrix. Fig. 9(c) depicts the detailed
encoder procedure for an ARACA code, where ⊗ denotes the
exclusive-OR operation. As shown in Fig. 9(c), the encoder
procedure for an ARACA code consists of 4 steps (only
3 steps for an ARA code) and the term (a) in (5) using (6) is
differently operated for each step as follows.
• Step 1: This encoder procedure consists of the
∗ ] ) and the
BSPC operation (multiplication of H[C1,1 ,V1,1
combination of the bit interleaver, accumulator and deinterleaver (multiplication of H−1
[C1,1 ,V1,1 ] ) for the precoding
according to the outer code part 1 (V1,1 ). Here, binary
∗ ] plus
additions as many as the number of 1s in H[C1,1 ,V1,1
three times of |V1,1 | are required.
• Step 2: This encoder procedure consists of the
BSPC operation followed by a permutation (multipli−1
∗ ] and H
cation of H[C2,k ,V2,k
[C2,k ,V2,k ] for k = 1, .., P2 )
for the parity construction according to the inner code
P2
part 1 ( k=1
V2,k ). Here, binary additions as many as
∗ ] for k = 1, .., P2 plus
the number of 1s in H[C2,k ,V2,k
•

•

P2
| k=1
V2,k | are required.
Step 3: This encoder procedure consists of the BSPC
∗ ] for k = 1, .., P3 )
operation (multiplication of H[C3,k ,V3,k
and the combination of the bit interleaver, accumulator and deinterleaver (multiplication of H−1
[C3,k ,V3,k ] for
k = 1, .., P3 ) for the parity construction according
P3
to the inner code part 2 ( k=1
V3,k ). Here, binary
∗ ]
additions as many as the number of 1s in H[C3,k ,V3,k
P3
for k = 1, .., P3 plus three times of | k=1
V3,k | are
required.
Step 4: This encoder procedure is similar to that of step 3
for the outer connected parity construction according to
P4
the inner code part 1 ( k=1
V4,k ). Here, binary additions
∗ ] for k =
as many as the number of 1s in H[C4,k ,V4,k

1, .., P4 plus three times of |

P4
k=1 V4,k |

are required.
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Fig. 9. (a) Sorted protograph of an ARACA code according to the encoding procedure, (b) corresponding H matrix and (c) the corresponding encoder
structure and procedure.

As a result, the number of binary additions required for the
encoding of an ARACA or ARA code is given by Cm =
L m ,Pl
l=1,k=1 C(xVl,k ) for L m = 4 if m = ARACA and 3 if
m = ARA, where
C(xVl,k ) =

∗ ] ) + |Vl,k |, if l = 2,
wmat (H[Cl,k ,Vl,k
∗ ] ) + 3|Vl,k |, o.w.,
wmat (H[Cl,k ,Vl,k

(7)

and wmat (A) denotes the number of 1s in a binary matrix A.
Note that the proposed encoding method for an ARACA code
can be directly applied to an ARAA code.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
For the performance evaluation of the proposed ARACA
code, the FER performance and encoding complexity are
compared with those of comparable ARA, ARJA and ARAA
codes. Here, the H matrices of the ARJA codes with code rates
of 4/5, 2/3 and 1/2 in [21] are used and the H matrices of the
ARJA codes with the other rates are constructed from the base
protographs corresponding to [20, Fig. 8] and [31, Fig. 15]

and Fig. 7(d) by using the methodology in Subsection IV-D.
Also, the protographs in [31, Figs. 4, 8, 10, and 13] are
used as the base protographs of the ARA codes and the
base protographs of the ARAA codes are obtained from them
by replacing the inner accumulator (connected to the highest
degree CN among the parallel inner accumulators in low code
rate cases from 1/6 up to 1/3) with serial double accumulators. The H matrices of the AR(A)A codes are also constructed from the base protographs by using the methodology
in Subsection IV-D.
Note that an LDPC code can be decoded using a messagepassing decoder and a sum product algorithm (SPA) [41] or a
min-sum algorithm [42] has been widely used. In addition,
any lifted protograph-based LDPC code can be decoded either
by using a fully parallel [7] or a layered (partially parallel)
decoding (LD) [43] to exploit parallelism. Also, there are
some variations of the original LD, including the multilayer parallel decoding [44]. In most cases, fully parallel
decoding is assumed because it can represent the performance
of an LDPC code when the number of iterations in the
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TABLE II
I TERATIVE D ECODING T HRESHOLD , T YPICAL M INIMUM D ISTANCE AND E NCODER C OMPLEXITY FOR E ACH C ODE

TABLE III
I TERATIVE D ECODING T HRESHOLD FOR E ACH SC-LDPC C ODE A CCORDING TO THE C OUPLING L ENGTH

message-passing decoding is sufficient. However, when the
number of iterations is limited and the decoding latency does
matter, an LD is preferred and its specific decoder setup should
be specified. In this paper, a standard fully parallel SPA-based
message-passing decoder with 200 iterations is assumed for a
representative performance evaluation.
A. Iterative Decoding Threshold and Typical
Minimum Distance
The protographs of the proposed ARACA codes shown
in Section IV were found based on the discussion in
Subsection III-A. In order to further reduce the search space
and find a good protograph, three constraints are imposed as
follows: 1) the degree of repetitions at degree-2 ZCLs through
the direct path is limited up to 5 for a good iterative decoding
threshold within a reduced search space, 2) the allowed loss in
the iterative decoding threshold compared to the corresponding
ARA code is within 0.1dB for high-rate codes (R ≥ 1/2) and
0.25dB for low-rate codes (R < 1/2), 3) the typical minimum
distance of the proposed ARACA code should be above zero
and needs to be at least 1/5 of that of the corresponding
ARJA code. Note that the above approach is a heuristic one
to achieve the LMDG property as well as a good iterative
decoding threshold within a reasonable search time and one
may use different approaches.

As shown in Table II, the iterative decoding thresholds of
the proposed ARACA codes are similar to those of ARJA
codes for high-rates and are between those of ARA and ARJA
codes for low-rates, while the typical minimum distances of
the proposed ARACA codes are nonzero so that the proposed
ARACA codes have the LMDG property. Note that the use
of an ARAA code can also improve the typical minimum
distance, similarly as an ARJA code. However, the loss in
the decoding threshold typically becomes larger. On the other
hand, the proposed ARACA codes can successfully improve
the typical minimum distance with similar or better iterative
decoding threshold than ARJA codes. Thus, the proposed
ARACA code is expected to show better FER performance
than an AR(A)A or ARJA code.
Table III compares the BI-AWGNC iterative decoding
thresholds of the SC-LDPC codes in Fig. 8 according to
the coupling length L = 4 and 12. As the coupling length
increases, the (reduced) code rate approaches that of the original elementary code and the BI-AWGNC iterative decoding
threshold is improved for each case. As shown in Table III,
the SC-ARACA and SC-ARJA codes show much better performance in terms of the iterative decoding threshold than the
SC-RAA code. Also, such a spatial coupling technique preserves the encoding structure of the original elementary code
so that the SC-ARACA code (or the SC-RAA code) has
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Fig. 10. FER performance comparisons for (a) high-rate codes and (b) low-rate codes when K = 1024 and for (c) high-rate codes and (d) low-rate codes
when K = 4096.

an efficient encoding structure while the SC-ARJA code does
not. Thus, it confirms the necessity of better elementary
protographs even when a spatial coupling technique is allowed.
B. Encoder Complexity
As mentioned in Section V, the encoding complexity given
as the number of binary additions of the AR(A)A or the
proposed ARACA code is O(K ) so that the number of
binary additions for each encoder of the AR(A)A or proposed
ARACA code is relatively small as confirmed in Table II.
On the other hand, the ARJA code uses a dense BCSGM
obtained by the parity check matrix partitioning and inverse
operation as reported in [21] and [22] so that the number of
binary additions for encoding of the ARJA code is extremely
large compared to that of the AR(A)A or the proposed
ARACA code as shown in Table II. The complexity gap
between the proposed ARACA code and the corresponding

ARJA code becomes larger as the input length increases or the
code rate decreases. From the above results, we can see
that the encoder complexity of the proposed ARACA code
outperforms that of the ARJA code. In addition, the proposed ARACA code has lower encoding complexity than the
AR(A)A code in some cases, which comes from the fact that
the accumulators in the proposed ARACA code may become
smaller than that of the AR(A)A code.
C. FER Performance
The FER performance results are obtained over the
AWGNC using intensive Monte-Carlo simulations until 200
frame errors occur. Fig. 10 presents the FER performance
curves when the input length is K = 1024 and 4096, respectively. For high-rate codes, as shown in Figs. 10(a) and (c),
although the proposed ARACA codes show similar FER
performance to the ARA and ARJA codes, the proposed
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ARACA code is better than the ARA code (especially for the
code rate of 1/2) in an ultra-reliable regime because an error
floor occurs in the ARA code. For low-rate codes, as shown
in Figs. 10(b) and (d), the proposed ARACA codes show
substantial performance gain over the corresponding ARJA
codes due to the non-negligible iterative decoding threshold
gain, especially at the code rate of 1/6. At the same time,
the proposed ARACA codes do not suffer from an error
floor so that the performance gain over the corresponding
ARA codes becomes significant at an ultra-reliable regime.
Also, as expected from Table II, the proposed ARACA codes
outperform the ARAA codes for a wide range of code rates due
to the large iterative decoding threshold gain. As the codeword
length increases, the FER curve slopes become steeper so that
the loss caused from an error floor becomes more significant.
Thus, although similar results are observed for high-rate codes
by comparing Figs. 10(a) and (c), a much larger gain is
observed in low-rate codes by comparing Figs. 10(b) and (d).
VII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
In this paper, a new protograph-based LDPC code family,
namely the ARACA code, is proposed. The key feature of
the protograph of the proposed ARACA code is the addition
of outer connections, called outer connection doping, between
some VNs in the degree-2 ZCLs for the inner code part 2
and some of CNs in the degree-2 ZCLs (instead of degree-1
OLs) for the inner code part 1. Various protograph examples
show the feasibility of outer connection doping. It also helps
in the design of a new class of protograph-based LDPC codes
for not only ultra-reliability but also low-latency by providing
a high-speed encoding structure. In addition, an asymptotic
protograph ensemble weight enumerator analysis is performed
on an exemplary protograph with and without an outer connection doping to provide further insight as to how the LMDG
property can be achieved in the proposed ARACA codes.
Using a simple heuristic approach, some good protographs for
the proposed ARACA codes are provided, in which each of
the proposed ARACA codes with the LMDG property has a
good iterative decoding threshold. In addition, an efficient and
universal encoding procedure and the corresponding encoder
structure are also provided for the proposed ARACA codes.
Simulation results confirm that the proposed ARACA codes
have better FER performance than the AR(A)A and ARJA
codes, especially in a low-rate and ultra-reliable regime. They
further have a low encoding complexity comparable to the
AR(A)A codes. Thus, the proposed ARACA code can be
a promising candidate for future wireless communication
applications requiring ultra-reliability and low-latency at low
complexity.
A PPENDIX
From (1), A
(w)
for
||wO ||1 > 0 and w satisfying the
N
conditions (1)-(4) in Fig. 5(b) can be written as
A
N (w)
 w2  N−w2  w3  N−w3 
=

w2
2

w1 −

w2
2

w2
2

w2
2

w4
w1 +w4 −w3
2

 N 2  N 
w1



N−w4
w1 +w3 −w4
2

 w5  N−w5 
w4
2

w4
2

.

w3

(8)

Let α = λ(w) denote the weight scaling exponent vector of w
and α O = λ(wO ) and consider the scaling vector set satisfying
{w : ||wO ||1 > 0, ||wO ||1 = o(N), λ(||wO ||1 ) = α}. From
conditions (1)-(4) in Fig. 5(b), it is obtained that α1 ≥ α2 ,
α3 ≥ α2 , α5 ≥ α4 , and that two among {α1 , α3 , α4 } should be
the same and the other should be less than or equal to them.
Then, the scaling vector set satisfying {w : ||wO ||1 > 0,
||wO ||1 = o(N), λ(||wO ||1 ) = α} and conditions (1)-(4)
in Fig. 5(b) can be classified as the following 7 cases: (1) 0 ≤
α4 ≤ α5 (= α  ) ≤ α1 = α3 (= α) < 1 and 0 ≤ α2 ≤ α,
(2) 0 ≤ α2 ≤ α3 (= α  ) < α1 = α4 = α5 (= α) < 1,
(3) 0 ≤ α2 ≤ α3 (= α  ) < α1 = α4 (= α  ) < α5 (= α) < 1,
(4) 0 ≤ α2 ≤ α1 (= α  ) < α3 = α4 = α5 (= α) < 1,
(5) 0 ≤ α2 ≤ α1 (= α  ) < α3 = α4 (= α  ) < α5 (= α) < 1,
(6) 0 ≤ α2 ≤ α1 = α3 (= α  ) < α5 (= α) < 1 and 0 ≤ α4 < α 
and (7) 0 ≤ α2 ≤ α1 = α3 = α4 (= α  ) < α5 (= α) < 1.
In Case (1), ln A
N (w) is obtained from Lemma 1 as
1) when 0 ≤ α4 < α5 (= α  ) ≤ α1 = α3 (= α) < 1 and
0 ≤ α2 < α,
(w)
ln A
N
w2
w2
(1 − α2 ) +
(α − α2 )
∼ w1 (1 − α) −
2
2
w4
w1 + w3
w2
(1 − α2 ) +
(1 − α) −
(1 − α4 )
+
2
2
2
w4
w4
(1 − α4 ) − 2w1 (1 − α)
+ (α  − α4 ) +
2
2

−w3 (1 − α) ln N
w4
w1 + w3
w2
(α−α2 )+ (α  −α4 )−
(1−α) ln N
2
2
2
w1 + w3
∼−
(1 − α) ln N,
(9)
2
2) when 0 ≤ α4 < α5 (= α  ) ≤ α1 = α2 = α3 (= α) < 1,
=

ln A
N (w)

w2
w2 
(1 − α) +
(1 − α)
∼ w1 −
2
2
w4
w1 + w3
w4 
(1 − α) −
(1 − α4 ) +
(α − α4 )
+
2
2
2 
w4
(1 − α4 ) − 2w1 (1 − α) − w3 (1 − α) ln N
+
2
w1 + w3
w4 
(α − α4 ) −
(1 − α) ln N
=
2
2
w1 + w3
∼−
(1 − α) ln N,
(10)
2
3) when 0 ≤ α4 = α5 (= α  ) ≤ α1 = α3 (= α) < 1 and
0 ≤ α2 < α,
(w)
ln A
N
w2
w2
(1 − α2 ) +
(α − α2 )
∼ w1 (1 − α) −
2
2
w4
w1 + w3
w2
(1 − α2 ) +
(1 − α) −
(1 − α  )
+
2
2
2 
w4
(1 − α  ) − 2w1 (1 − α) − w3 (1 − α) ln N
+
2
w1 + w3
w2
(α − α2 ) −
(1 − α) ln N
=
2
2
w1 + w3
(1 − α) ln N,
(11)
∼−
2
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4) and when 0 ≤ α4 = α5 (= α  ) ≤ α1 = α2 =
α3 (= α) < 1,
(w)
ln A
N
w2 
w2
(1 − α)
∼ w1 −
(1 − α) +
2
2
w1 + w3
w4
w4
+
(1 − α) −
(1 − α  ) +
(1 − α  )
2
2
2
− 2w1 (1 − α) − w3 (1 − α)) ln N
w1 + w3
(1 − α) ln N.
(12)
=−
2
In similar ways, ln A
N (w) can be obtained from Lemma 1 as
ln A
N (w)
⎧ w +w
1
3
⎪
−
(1 − α) ln N, Case (1),
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
⎪
⎪
w
1
⎪
⎪
− (1 − α) ln N,
Cases (2) and (3),
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
⎪
⎪
w
⎪
⎨− 3 (1 − α) ln N,
Cases (4) and (5),
2
∼
(13)
w1 + w3
⎪
 ) ln N, Case (6),
⎪
(1
−
α
−
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
⎪
⎪ w4
w1 + w3
⎪
⎪
(α − α  ) −
(1 − α  )
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
2
⎪
⎩
× ln N, Case (7),
from which we obtain


⎛

⎝
A
N (w) ≤

w:λ(||wO ||1 )=α



⎞
1⎠

w:λ(||wO ||1 )=α

max

w:λ(||wO ||1 )=α

A
N (w),
(14)

where
w:λ(||wO ||1 )=α
α
(N −(1−α)N ) and

1 = O(N |V |α ),

max

w:λ(||wO ||1 )=α

A
N (w) =

the above inequality holds from the fact
that the above summation is upperbounded by the number of
elements in the summation times the maximum value among
elements. Therefore, we obtain


A
(w)
∼
max
A
N
N (w) = o(1),
w:||wO ||1 >0,
||wO ||1 =o(N)

α∈[0,1)

w:λ(||wO ||1 )=α

(15)
where the above asymptotic equivalence holds from the fact
that the order of the above summation is dominated by the term
with the maximum order. Thus, from (15), it is confirmed that
the given protograph  for the RACA code has the LMDG
property from Lemma 2.
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